Diary of a Sewer Repair

The Coming to Burlingame of Sewer and Water Group 78
Blood on the Mall
By the Opener

Two weeks ago, on Saturday night at around 8:30 p.m. in Plaza Bonita, three janitors mopped blood off the tile
too early. We don't have any problems. The story is four
All out of proportion.

The blood ran, the snowy
data last night roughly mimicked what the
kids were told to do. I was trying to
with a beef whistle, secretly
move around from corner to corner
telling myself.
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50-foot deep hole that swallowed a hotel parking lot and two hotel employees - immigrants, and the newspaper, who had come to America "seeking a better life."

All the same, I watched, hopeful that no events followed things would break up to be needed. Moreover the whole project was undertaken for the very purpose of avoiding unexpected, urgent - that is today, expensive - repairs in the future.

San Diego is home to 700 miles of sewer trunk lines.
With all this coverage, we thought we'd better offer free roaming.

- No other provider gives you local calling rates throughout our California and Nevada network.
- No hidden roaming charges.
- FREE first incoming trunk throughout our California and Nevada network.
- Rates throughout 700 cities in North America.
- Phone, pager, and answering machine call-inPast.
- Included minutes are good throughout our entire California and Nevada network.

Call Pacific Bell Mobile Services at 1-800-4-LIKE-PCS or visit our website www.pacbell.com/pcs.
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Clear Sprint PCS Digital.
No Long-term Contract
plus a Rebate!

Buy a digital Sprint PCS Phone® by Samsung starting as low as
$99.99
after $50 mail-in rebate.¹

PLUS, for just $40.º
a month you’ll receive:
- 250 minutes good anytime* AND
  - FREE Vehicle Power Charger
  - FREE Leather Phone Case
  - FREE Vehicle Power Charger
  - FREE Vehicle Power Charger

Act now and receive:
- FREE Vehicle Power Charger
- FREE Vehicle Power Charger
- FREE Vehicle Power Charger
- FREE Vehicle Power Charger
- FREE Vehicle Power Charger
- FREE Vehicle Power Charger

RadioShack’s Sprint-certified sales associates can explain all your options to help you make the choice that’s best for you.

Digital Sprint PCS Phone® by Samsung
- 100% Digital
- 99-hour battery
- Dual SIM
- Headset and power charger
- MP3 player
- Camera
- Web browser
- Email
- Instant messaging

The Sprint Store At
RadioShack.
Enrich your life
Enhance your image
Join us for an Educational Seminar

Wednesday, March 18th 1998, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Embassy Suite Hotel, 4550 La Jolla Village Drive

Be well educated on...

Facelift, Browlift, Eyelid Surgery, Tummy Tuck, Liposuction,
Breast Augmentation, Lip Reduction & Reconstruction
Collagen, Botox, and Laser Resurfacing
Presented by CAROL A. HOLLAN, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Board Certified Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeon.

Pre & Post Surgical skin care treatments. Pregnancy &
Recovery Massages and Dr. Schwartz Aloe Vera Micropoint
direct from Charlene Flores, H.A.L.C. and Cheryl D. Van
Engelen, California Certified Licensed Aestheticians.

Enter To Win a
FREE CONSULTATION
with Dr. Hollan or a Facial and Massage
from L'ONIE!

SEMINAR REGISTRATION $20
Call 1-888-828-3600

L'ONIE
Health & Beauty Wellness

We'll go overboard to please you.
the furniture outlet
Group 78's paleontologist, George Kennedy, has found neither crystals nor dinosaurs in Burlingame.

Surfing Made Simple!
Try HoboNet free* for one month!

For free roaming costs:

$15 per month. No-nast sign-up.

For more information contact: 1-800-924-8913

Free Seminar Laser Vision Correction
Now it's possible to correct your nearsightedness with a remarkable treatment that can restore your vision to its natural, normal state! To learn more about laser vision correction, and to view LaserSurgery, plan to attend a free educational seminar given by Dr. Michael Gordon and Dr. Perry S. Brandt pioneers in refractive surgery. Learn how affordable natural, normal vision can be.

Wednesday, March 18, 6:00 pm
At the Aventine
8910 University Center Lane, Suite 800
For reservations call 619-455-6400 - Visit our Web site at www.rlc.com
to remember those-Ah, Detmoller we shall, when that the event’s turned into a turmoil, and o’er there, to earth and then, and take a turn at the sun of every other day. The sun is so bright... Is that a turn at the sun?... Is that a turn?

Ortiz’s men have been wiped out by the death of a construction worker in the construction area of the Department of Public Works. The man was killed while working on a construction project in the area. The man was identified as Juan Ortiz, a construction worker for the Department of Public Works.

The construction site was located on the north side of the city, near the old train tracks. The man was working on a piece of equipment when the accident occurred. The man was pronounced dead at the scene.

The man was a veteran of the construction industry and had worked for the Department of Public Works for several years. He was survived by his wife and two children.

The Department of Public Works is currently investigating the accident to determine what happened.

The man’s family is being notified of the accident. The Department of Public Works is offering its condolences to the family.

The Department of Public Works has made the site safe and is working to prevent similar accidents in the future.

In other news, the city council is considering a resolution to increase the minimum wage for construction workers. The resolution would raise the minimum wage to $15 per hour.

The resolution is expected to be voted on at the next council meeting. The city council is also considering a resolution to increase the funding for the construction department.

The city council is expected to vote on the resolution at its next meeting.
A LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER

To Our Readers,

Any publication worth its salt is bound by its stories—and here we go! The supermarket ad people have nothing on us in story, toppling, and style. We publish stories that can soar heavenward higher than yesterday's newspaper or yesterday's newspaper on the other hand. A copy with a future.

NIXON'S FINAL BID, NUTS, AND BUTTEN 

President Nixon's last gasp is being complicated as a result of the Watergate scandal. In many respects, this is a personal and political embarrassment for the President. NIXON's last days are marked by continued legal and political pressures.

MILITARY MAN CAUGHT SCANDAL RED SCANDAL

The military man caught in the scandal of the day is the man who is being investigated for espionage. The story is that he was involved in a series of broken promises that he was asked to keep.

THE YOUTHFUL SCANDAL

Youthful scandals, especially those involving rock and roll bands, are currently prominent in the news.

FESTIVAL '68 DON'T MISS IT!

IN THE FESTIVAL

AS YOU LIKE IT

THE OLD SELLER

By William Shakespeare

Directed by Scott Page

July 5 – August 1

When you get onto my little stage, the rain was pouring down in sheets.

The all-weather show is a group of actors who come from around the world to perform. The show is known for its creative and imaginative use of rain and water.

ROMEO AND JULIET

By William Shakespeare

August 5 – October 12

My only living friend is the sun, or at least those parts of it that are most beautiful.

IN THE GLOBE

GLOBE GETTING AND SPENDING

By West Coast Theatre

July 28 – September 3

A journey through the world of barefoot people takes us to a remote island.

FINANCIAL WIZARDS, PIRATES OR FOOLISH \n
WOMEN'S Astigmatic: A Musical Play

A world premiere of a dance with soaring movements.

GLOBE INCREASES TICKET SERVICE

The Globe is increasing its ticket service to accommodate the growing demand for tickets.

I Found My True Love Dressing Like a Man

by Ron Howard

August 5 – August 12

A man in drag.
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Scott Returns to Direct The Old Settler

San Diego - Acclaimed director Scott Stone returns to direct THE OLD SETTLE. Scott made his Old Globe directorial debut with the highly praised Festival '92 production of \"Miss Julie.\" Off-Broadway and regional directing credits include Artifact, Ring, the gifts, The Other Richard, Kiss, and the world premiere of Some Sweet Day at the Long Wharf Theatre, and numerous productions at the wallpapers in New Jersey. Scott's directing work at the Old Globe includes \"Fences\" and \"The Caucasian Chalk Circle.\" Scott is currently the Artistic Director of the Utah Shakespeare Festival.

THE OLD SETTLE will play in the Cassius Carter Centre Stage. In the past, Scott has brilliantly used this space to create an aural feeling of being under the stars and the audience. In September of 1992, the San Diego Reader reported that Scott had turned Delphi into a \"theatrical sale.\" Expect nothing less from Scott in THE OLD SETTLE. The Old Globe will show the heart and essence of the African-American culture.

Wall Street Wizard Accused of Fraud

New York - The trial of Wall Street Wizard Victoria Phillips in New York, is expected to conclude as early as this week. Phillips was convicted of criminal fraud in late 2017, but the verdict was overturned on appeal. The trial has been characterized by intense lobbying from both sides.

Phillips was charged with defrauding a Kentucky county of $2 million, which included a large amount of evidence that the prosecution intended to use in only 10 days. Phillips has kept up a strong front so far. She recently told reporters, \"I will win this case.\" She only wants the public to know the truth. The trial will continue tomorrow and a verdict is expected as early as next week.

The Friar Will Fix It Help for the Confused and Star-Crossed

Dear Friar, My life has fallen apart. My friends and I had a ski vacation last weekend. Some days we were fighting like cats and dogs, and other days we were as sisterly as ever. I don't understand how this can happen. Help!

Dear Friar, My best friend is starting a new job. He is nervous and has no idea what to do. How can I help him?

Dear Friar, I am confused. How can I find my way in life?

The Globe Pays for Childcare

Globe Thespian Sarah Falk - The Globe has commissioned a play to help defray childcare expenses for subscribing families. The play, \"The Babybather Sales\" will be performed for all subscribing families. The play, which is a hit, will receive a $100 gift card for each show attended in the series.

The Globe Appreciates Teachers

San Diego - Thanks to an enthusiastic response, the Globe is proud to continue the Teacher Appreciation Series for its third year. This special four-play Globe subscription sponsored by Mission Federal Credit Union offers teachers a 50% discount on regular subscription prices, a pre-show reception featuring light refreshments, and access to exclusive shows and post-show discussions with artists.

If you are a teacher, then you are invited to join the fun and celebration. Call (619) 234-2334 for more information.

Join Us As A Member!

The Globe Theatre, located at 1615 Wall Street, San Diego, CA, is a not-for-profit theatre. Members are the lifeblood of the company and receive a variety of benefits, including advance purchase of tickets, discounts on merchandise, and invitations to special events.

For more information, call (619) 233-5252.
### GLOBE BENEFITS SUBSCRIBERS

**Ralph’s Park, San Diego**

The Globe offers subscribers participating in its名家 series an additional ticket at a cost of $15, which can be used for any performance of a名家 production. This ticket must be purchased in advance of the performance and is non-refundable. Additional tickets are available for purchase for a名家 performance at the same price. The Globe also offers subscribers a discount on its subscription packages, which include tickets to all performances in the名家 series. Subscribers can purchase additional tickets for any performance at a discounted rate of $10 per ticket. These tickets must be bought in advance of the performance and are non-refundable.

**Globe’s Groups Glow**

Enjoy a special discount of 20% off for groups of 10 or more when you book your groups outing. These tickets are available for any performance and can be purchased online or by calling the box office. The discount is valid for groups that purchase their tickets at least 30 days in advance of the performance. This offer is not valid for individual performances or on-demand performances.

### TICKET SERVICES

**Globe’s Groups Glow**

Enjoy a special discount of 20% off for groups of 10 or more when you book your groups outing. These tickets are available for any performance and can be purchased online or by calling the box office. The discount is valid for groups that purchase their tickets at least 30 days in advance of the performance. This offer is not valid for individual performances or on-demand performances.

**SAVE ON ADD’L TIX**

You want to subscribe, but the ticket prices are too high. You may want to purchase additional tickets for your subscription. The Globe offers an additional 10% discount for additional tickets purchased as a part of your subscription. These tickets must be purchased in advance of the performance and are non-refundable. This offer is valid for additional tickets purchased as part of your subscription package.

**Globe’s Groups Glow**

Enjoy a special discount of 20% off for groups of 10 or more when you book your groups outing. These tickets are available for any performance and can be purchased online or by calling the box office. The discount is valid for groups that purchase their tickets at least 30 days in advance of the performance. This offer is not valid for individual performances or on-demand performances.

**SAVE ON ADD’L TIX**

You want to subscribe, but the ticket prices are too high. You may want to purchase additional tickets for your subscription. The Globe offers an additional 10% discount for additional tickets purchased as a part of your subscription. These tickets must be purchased in advance of the performance and are non-refundable. This offer is valid for additional tickets purchased as part of your subscription package.
Theatrical Word Search

The word search is not legible due to the quality of the image.
Tough, Intransigent Woman

"But I was in a new century and I was greedy. I wanted wifehood, motherhood, and work."

March 13 through April 2, 1976
The best American musical in years...ostentatious to coldest, most gracious and sophisticated human beings... The Secret Garden"}

The Finest Show in San Diego

March 12th through April 11th
Lamb's Players Theatre

"Outstanding" SD Reader
"Critics' Choice" SD Union
"The best American musical in years...ostentatious to coldest, most gracious and sophisticated human beings... The Secret Garden"
CAN YOU USE SOMEONE ELSE'S DISCRETION?
On the Web she's blonde hair, blue eyes, 36-24-36.
I Have Polluted Her Aryan Race with My Evil Seed

"I'm half Beamer and half Hebe, and I photograph well."

Interview with Victoria Woodhull

"The baby was a stillborn, but it was the only way to get rid of the problem."

Amy Grant

"I have been writing songs for as long as I can remember."

Steve Poltz

"I am known for my unique voice and my ability to write catchy hooks."

Bonnie Raitt

"I have been singing blues for over 50 years."

Music Scene

"This week's music scene highlights include..."

Calendar

"Upcoming events include..."

Fundamental Tour 1998

"This is the tour's final leg..."

ani difranco

"I am known for my intense performances and my political activism."

Second Wind

"This week's Second Wind review..."

Utah

"Utah is known for its natural beauty and its cuisine."

Utah Jazz

"The Jazz are in the playoffs for the first time..."

Liberation

"This week's Liberation article..."

Voyage

"This week's Voyage feature..."
Discover new music at great prices!

Our convenient "Now Hear This" listening stations let you explore new artists of merit from the latest buzz bands. So lend us an ear...and give these tunes a try before you buy 'em!
Must Have Music!

IRISH ROVERS

1299

1299

1299

1299

1299

1299

1299

IRISH ROVERS

In store now.

(To hear a sample of the Irish Rovers, call their toll-free number: 1-800-333-7070.)

Winston's

McClennedy

1998 Spring Break Swimsuit Competition

Thursday Nights

$500 Cash Prize!

March 19 - April 2

Moose McIllwain's

St. Patrick's Day Party

CORONADO BREWING COMPANY

The Best Corned Beef & Cabbage

As well as our hand-crafted
Stouts, Ales
Platters & Tacos

Traditional Irish music by
"Murphys Doubt"

CORONADO BREWING CO.

The search is nearly complete.

1-800-DON'T MISS THIS
The Calm after the Storm

If Newman has lost a little of his former vocal control, the poignance more than compensates.

P

Gena Rowlands and James Caan are father and son in "A Woman Under the Influence," the touching, tautly constructed little picture that is now on the circuit, and given a lovingly done performance by Caan, who seems to have matured considerably since his movie debut in the 1960s. The role is that of a son, finding his way in the world after years of neglect and abuse at the hands of his mother, played by Rowlands. The film is a study in understatement and the power of silent moments, and it is a testament to the actors' abilities. Thedirection is by László Nemes, and the production design is by Adam Stockhausen. The movie is a powerful and moving portrait of a family in crisis, and it is a reminder of the importance of family and the need for compassion and understanding in times of stress and turmoil.
ERNE PEEV'S COMEER
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NO 900# ACCESS?

Great Expectations

Dancing & Romance

Saturday, March 14 8:00 P.M.

at The Club Max

Doubletree Hotel
7450 Hazard Center Dr.
Mission Valley

(619) 263-6400

Catholic & Single?

TRAVEL COMPANION

Free and Easy

Catholic Singles Network

Call Tapes to RENU Studios

277-1111

YOU OWN A $1200 BED THAT'S HALF EMPTY AND SILK LINGERIE THAT ONLY YOUR CAT HAS SEEN.
EASTER ISLAND
by Matt Lickiss ©1998

IN FACT
by Lisa J. Bire ©1998

Create A New Year With Permanent Makeup!
complimentary consultation
Restrictions apply

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
TAN AT HOME
Buy DIRECT and SAVE
Commercial units from $199.95
12-Month Financing
FREE Gift with Purchase
CALL TODAY (619) 405-8510

Voice Mail
only $7.95

YOKO SPA
FREE ELECTROLYSIS

HEROIN METHADONE

24 Hours
no Strings Attached

PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY

HEROIN METHADONE

8 Hours Total Detox

LASER AWAY WRINKLES

DIVORCE, CUSTODY OR SUPPORT PROBLEMS?
You need an experienced, sensitive and aggressive attorney.
Free initial consultation.
You need the law office of Adam Wertheimer
232 8209

FREE ELECTROLYSIS
11 Minute Treatment & Full Consultation
For over 21 years, Electrolysis has been and will be the
depthiest Electrolysis in San Diego. For the finest results:
- Electrolysis for Men & Women - Call Today
- Advanced Electrolysis - Experienced Technicians
- Free Consultation & Pricing
San Diego Electrolysis Center
(619) 568-1999

ALPHA DISPATCH SERVICE
VOICE-TO-TEXT MESSAGE SERVICE

Sunset Acupressure Massage
Create A New Year With Permanent Makeup!
complimentary consultation
Restrictions apply
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$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

CLASSIFIED SERVICES

CAR SERVICES

AUTOMOTIVE

Toys & Games

Motorcycles

CARS

Auto Body

Automotive

We Bless This House with a Power Outage

By Anne Albright

Kid Stuff

We bless this house with prayer and
food and friends. Last month we
moved from Balboa to the san
Diego mountains. Everything was
translated, including my husband's
office. The only furniture we had
was a table and six chairs. We had
no refrigerator and no television.

Yesterday, we received a
package from the refrigerator
movers. They had arrived early
and were working hard. We were
very grateful.

For the next ten minutes, we
gathered around the package,
laughing and talking. We
finally opened it and looked inside.
It was filled with food and
biscuits. We couldn't believe it!

The next day, we went to the
supermarket and bought
enough food to last us a
month. We were so grateful.

The following week, we
received another package.
It contained a stove and
refrigerator. We couldn't
believe our luck.

Last week, we received
another package. This one
contained a washing machine
and dryer. We were so
grateful.

And today, we received
another package. This one
contained a bed and
nightstand. We couldn't
believe our luck.

The power was restored
yesterday morning. We
were so grateful.

For a moment, the house
was completely silent. No
noise from the refrigerator.

So, it's a good thing we
were patient. We
were so grateful.